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Abstract 
 

System Dynamics is an alternative calculus that is intuitive and can be implemented on 
modern computers – models built with it are not abstract and can be verified. Using this 
alternative calculus, it proposes an alternative economics, whose actors are not rational 
agents, but managers. It is thus a gateway to operational policy that can rectify 
problematic behavior in firms, markets, regions and national economies. 

 
 

I first encountered the term system dynamics in my undergraduate studies in electrical engineering. It 
concerned the behavior of innate mechanism with characteristic problems like steady state error, 
instability and sluggish adjustment. The control process created feedback mechanisms driven by the 
functions of the error to overcome those problems. I was fascinated when I rediscovered the term system 
dynamics in a course on operations research, this time in the context of human systems. It showed me 
how to represent invisible relationships that drive decisions in organizations and create an experimental 
process to find ways to overcome problematic behavior. Created by a control engineer, Jay Forrester who 
is credited with inventions like the random-access memory and some of the earliest computing systems, 
system dynamics embodied an alternative approach to calculus hat could be applied to behavioral and 
organizational sciences and economics.  
 
So, what exactly is system dynamics? I had an occasion to conduct a public interview with Jay Forrester 
in 2013. He was 95 then. My closing question in this interview was: Jay, what do you think you'll be 
known for in about 20 years?  
 
Forrester surprisingly did not talk about his ground-shaking work in computers. Here are the highlights of 
his response: 

1. So, I would like to be known for having thrown out differential equations in all fields. This is not 
going to be over the next 50 years. 

2. And, I would like to be known for having completely replaced economics, and that's not going to 
be in 25 years either.  

3. There are a few others, but that's enough for now.  

Trying to understand the meaning of these statements has been a long journey for me that involved many 
conversations with Forrester which led to two articles.1, 2 At the outset, I’d like to say that the first two 
statements are related and that many economists share the disdain expressed in the second. The third 

 
1 Saeed K. 2015. Jay Forrester’s Operational Approach to Economics. System Dynamics Review. 30(4): 233-261. 
2 Saeed K 2015. Urban dynamics: A systems thinking framework for economic development and planning.       
ISOCARP Review. International Society of City and Regional Planners, The Hague, Netherlands. 11: 129-132. 
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possibly alluded to the occasional happenstances that involved Forrester in addressing a multiplicity of 
problems. 

First, about the differential equations: A derivative is an ex post computation of historical experience. 
Thus, a differential equation cannot be compared with the related system in real world. On the other hand, 
since reality integrates over time, a logic that captures this integration process can be easily discerned 
from reality and also compared to it. However, if we were to replace the differential calculus with a 
process that replicated integration over time, the computational detail of it would be very tedious and you 
will definitely need a digital computer to carry out the integration in the system so surmised. Digital 
computers of course did not exist when the elegant art of calculus was created. Now that we have 
computers that can perform the tedious computations, why not adopt a realistic integration format that can 
be verified and also intuitively understood?  
 
Forrester devised the bathtub – faucet – drain representation that we have adopted in system dynamics. 
This representation can be inferred from reality and the models created in it compared to the real 
constructs and thus verified. Also, our explanatory tool - the feedback loops are an integral part of this 
representation. This takes the guessing game out of our explanations of the model behavior. Forrester’s 
bathtubs and faucets are an intuitive way of representing calculus that is the cornerstone of system 
dynamics, and he highlighted this as his legacy. 
 
Second, about economics: Although economics started as a descriptive theory, we started representing it 
using differential calculus and since verification of differential equations is difficult, the verification 
process was really dispensed with. The abstract models created with calculus gave birth to the concept of 
rational agency that underpins modern theory. Albeit, the world is run by managers, not rational agents. 
Manager, an agent in a bounded rational role is the actor in Forrester’s work on economic issues. He 
aspired to replace rational agency-based economics with manager-based economics. A version of 
economics that managers can relate to, understand and practice. 
 
Forrester’s book Industrial Dynamics3 in fact presents a manager-based theory of firm and his 
unpublished National model – a model of the macroeconomic system is an extension of his model of a 
firm since an economy is an aggregate of firms. In these models, the decisions are made by down to earth 
managers who might be trying to balance everyday firm operations like maintaining reasonable levels of 
inventory and workforce to produce quantities needed for meeting incoming orders. Other managers try to 
balance production capacity with their perception of what is needed. Problems of inability to meet goals 
(steady state error), overshoot, instability and sluggishness in adjustment arise out of the interaction of the 
bounded rational policies the managers follow. In fact, that is how classical economics described the 
working of the economy.  
 
Third, about other things, Forrester was interested in applying his approach to a variety of economic and 
social problems and dealt with them as opportunities arose. He called these opportunities happenstances 
and his contributions to normative economics – Urban Dynamics4 (an operational framework for 
economic development) and World Dynamics5 (an operational framework for environmental economics) 
arose out of such happenstances. 
 
So, here is my take on what is system dynamics: 
 

 
3 Forrester JW. 1961. Industrial Dynamics. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 
4 Forrester JW. 1969. Urban Dynamics. MIT Press. Cambridge, MA. 
5 Forrester JW. 1971. World Dynamics. Wright-Allen Press, Cambridge, MA. 
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1. An alternative calculus that is intuitive and can be implemented on modern computers – models 
built with it are not abstract and can be verified. 

2. An alternative economics, whose actors are not rational agents, but managers. A gateway to 
operational policy that can rectify problematic behavior in firms, markets, regions and national 
economies. 

3. A quantitative representation of human organizations in general that can allow us to improve their 
working through an experimental process. 


